We present, within Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory calculations, a quantitative method to identify and assess the partitioning of a large quantum mechanical system into fragments. We then show how within this framework simple generalizations of other well-known population analyses can be used to extract, from first principles, reliable electrostatic multipoles for the identified fragments. Our approach reduces arbitrariness in the fragmentation procedure, and enables the possibility to assess, quantitatively, whether the corresponding fragment multipoles can be interpreted as observable quantities associated to a system's moiety. By applying our formalism within the code BigDFT, we show that the use of a minimal set of in-situ optimized basis functions allows at the same time a proper fragment definition and an accurate description of the electronic structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
First-principles computational quantum mechanical (QM) approaches are nowadays able to provide reasonably accurate modelizations for a wide variety of systems. In particular Density Functional Theory (DFT) approaches based on the Kohn-Sham (KS) formalism 1, 2 are probably the most popular, usually presenting a good compromise between accuracy and computational complexity. Nonetheless, even when a DFT approach gives an accurate description of a microscopic system, it is advantageous in certain situations to consider an effective complexity reduction (ECR), allowing one to get the same level of accuracy by explicitly considering fewer degrees of freedom.
The fundamental principle of an ECR lies in the identification of the essential moieties (i.e. "fragments") of a system out of an atomic description. These fragments should then, in turn, be treated with an adequate methodology depending on the specific needs. A less complex description of a system might contribute to decreasing the computational cost of the calculation; however, this is not the sole advantage of an ECR. Within such a scheme the observable quantities that can be extracted for the system as a whole can also be assigned separately to each of the fragments. Such a procedure allows a better understanding of the relevant mechanisms which govern the interactions among the constituents of the system, together with the design and validation of coarse-graining models, that are adapted for systems of length scales for which atomistic QM models would be unnecessarily costly or even out of reach 3 . A great variety of fragmentation methods has been developed; an exhaustive overview can be found in Refs. 4,5. In all of these methods the fragments are chosen based on pre-defined conditions, such as geometrical criteria or basic chemical intuition, and there is no possibility for verifying a posteriori whether the chosen fragmentation is sensible or not for the actual setup of the simulation. A typical observable which is then determined for each moiety is the electronic charge, extracted from the charge density of the QM calculation of the entire system, partitioned among the fragments. Typically, the attention is focused on the atoms composing the system, and a large number of atomic charge population analyses have been developed.
All of these population analyses have their advantages and shortcomings, and applied to the very same system they might even give considerably different results 6, 7 . However, from a conceptual point of view, all of them suffer from the same problem: the electrostatic multipoles of the atoms, considered separately, are not observable quantities of a QM system. The only electrostatic quantities that are truly QM observables are the charge multipoles of the whole system, which are of course well defined and independent of the basis set as they are a function of the charge density of the system, which should not alter under changes of the basis; all the methods should yield the same values, provided of course an adequate level of completeness. For a portion of the system like an atom or a fragment, electrostatic multipoles become "pseudo-observables", whose pertinence depends on the method chosen, the basis set used, and the definition of the subsystem itself. In the context of ECR methods based on electrostatic multipoles of a subsystem, this is a crucial fact that has to be taken into account. In other words, such methods suffer from two (somehow related) shortcomings: Firstly it is not possible to systematically validate the pertinence of the chosen fragmentation scheme, and secondly they do not allow one to quantify whether the electrostatic fragment multipoles extracted from the QM simulation can be considered as physical "pseudo-observables", i.e. with a meaningful physico-chemical interpretation.
In this paper we propose a general theoretical scheme to identify subsystems (i.e. fragments) out of a large QM system, accounting for the aforementioned problems. Our method, which we will denote as "purity indicator", allows one to assess quantitatively the suitability of the employed basis set for the chosen population method; thanks to this information we can therefore verify, in a quantitative way, whether a given fragmentation of a QM system is compatible with the employed combination of the basis set and the population method. We show that in situations where this is the case, the electrostatic quantities calculated on the pre-defined fragment moieties have the reliability of QM observables and can be interpreted as such. On the other hand, the same technique might also be employed to determine a posteriori, i.e. based on a QM calculation of the entire system, which are the essential moieties that can be considered as well defined entities for the actual fragmentation method and basis set.
Our approach is based on the density matrix of the system, which is a well-defined QM entity; this is in contrast to other popular QM-based fragmentation schemes, such as the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) approach [8] [9] [10] or X-Pol 11-16 , where only the pre-selected fragments are treated on a stringent ab-initio level. Like all methods based on the density matrix, this intrinsically only gives access to integrated quantities such as the charge or the total energy. This is in contrast to methods that explicitly calculate the wave functions within a fragmentation approach, which have also the advantage that they can be applied to excited states [17] [18] [19] [20] . Within our framework we further point out the competitive advantages of a minimal and optimized basis set in the context of ECR methods. Using the purity indicator it can be shown that such a computational setup considerably simplifies both the fragment identification and multipole assignment. We additionally demonstrate that within this setup, even straightforward generalizations of pioneering approaches like Mulliken and Löwdin population analyses provide high quality and chemically sound results, whose reliability can be assessed in a quantitative way.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first present in Sec. II the basic ideas of the identification and assessment of the system fragments and the calculation of the associated multipoles. In Sec. III we then discuss the important relation between the fragment definition and the employed basis set, by defining a priori a specific fragment definition and population scheme and then searching for the optimal basis for this setup. In Sec. IV we then inverse the focus and identify -within the setup of a given basis -the fragments for a large complex molecule in solvation.
II. METHODOLOGY A. Fragment identification and assessment
Let us assume that a QM system can be split into M different fragments. This means that, in a "QM sense", the wave function can be approximated by a separable wave function, i.e.
|Ψ ≃ |Ψ
where each of the states |Ψ F is associated to the quantum description of the fragment F.
The simplest case where the above assumption is valid is the cluster decomposition, which also implies (the opposite is not necessarily true) that a spatial separation can be readily defined between the system elements and their respective wave functions do not overlap. In addition the Hilbert spaces of the different subsystems can be factorized in different subspaces where QM observables are correctly defined. To define pseudo-observables like the electrostatic multipoles of a system element, we are interested in a suitable realization of the above situation for a KS-DFT computation.
Let us suppose that we can express the (one-body) density operator of the system in a finite set of localized basis functions |φ α as follows:
This is a common ansatz for large scale DFT calculations 21-23 . In the following, the basis functions |φ α will be called support functions, and the matrix K will denote the kernel. IfF is obtained from a many-body wave function |Ψ expressed via a single Slater determinant the above density matrix is idempotent, i.e.F 2 =F , and the kernel is pure, i.e. it obeys KSK = K, where S αβ = φ α |φ β is the overlap matrix among the support functions.
When a QM system is genuinely separable, it should be possible to define a projector operatorŴ F associated with each fragment F such thatŴ 
To proceed further we assume thatŴ F can be provided in the same basis set as that used to describe the density matrix:Ŵ
where the (still to be defined) matrix R F determines the character of the fragment projection operator; several examples will be given later.
For a QM system that is not genuinely separable, a "fragment quantity" is not a well-defined quantum observable. Of course there is no universal recipe to define the fragment partitioning, which leads to the question of the pertinence of the operatorŴ F . We would like then to quantify the reliability of the identification of F as a system's moiety by the projector defined from R F . If such a fragment restriction makes sense, the operator F F ≡FŴ F should -following the above discussionbe idempotent, i.e. F F 2 =F F . Hence, the quantity
with S F ≡ SR F S, is well suited to quantify the pertinence of fragment F being considered as a genuine fragment of the full system. We will call this quantity from now on the purity indicator ; the closer this index is to zero the more properly the fragment F is identified. In order to define an intensive quantity we may additionally normalize the purity indicator and thus consider the quantity
where we indicate with q the total number of electrons of the fragment in gas phase. The above derivation makes apparent that the purity indicator is an explicit functional of the matrix R F and the basis set {φ µ }. Consequently it is evident that this quantity is not a QM observable. Rather, it has to be interpreted as a necessary condition for the matrix R F to be meaningful for the identification of a fragment within a given basis. If this condition is not fulfilled and the purity indicator is high, it is unlikely that the value of Tr F FÔ can be associated with an observable quantity of the fragment F.
It is important to stress here that these criteria are less stringent than a simple spatial separation between the fragments, as they are defined in terms of entries of the density matrix operator in the employed basis set. As an illustrative example for a proper fragmentation, we can choose any operator that selects one (or more) KS orbitals,Ŵ
Indeed this is a suitable definition: Due to the orthonormality of the KS orbitals the trace in Eq. (5) is exactly zero, and jŴ j =F , thus also fulfilling Eq. (3). This is consistent with the obvious consideration that it makes sense to project density matrix-related quantities onto a subset of the KS orbitals.
B. Atomic charge population analyses
Traditionally the most common choice for the fragments are the individual atoms. We therefore want to briefly revisit some popular atomic charge population analyses. A pioneering example is provided by the Mulliken approach 24 , which directly uses the atomically localized basis functions in which the QM molecular orbitals are expressed, and is thus conceptually very simple. On the other hand the outcome of the Mulliken analysis depends strongly on the used basis set (see e.g. Refs. 25,26 and references therein) and a bad choice might yield completely misleading results. The Löwdin population analysis 27, 28 is akin in spirit, with the difference that it works with a set of orthonormalized orbitals. The strong sensitivity with respect to the basis set is considerably reduced by an approach like the natural population analysis (NPA) 25 , which evaluates the atomic charges as the occupancies of a set of special "Natural Atomic Orbitals" (NAO). The advantage of NPA over Mulliken and Löwdin is that the first one is built upon "wavefunction-based" physical concepts, like the definition of the Natural Atomic Orbitals, whereas the latter ones rely on a partitioning scheme that considers all the basis functions on the atom on an equal footing. Now we want to see how this connects to our general framework, by applying it to KS-DFT calculations and comparing with the aforementioned well-established methods. If a fragment is a well defined and independent subsystem, there exists a set of "fragment states" |ψ onto that atom by summing over them:
The most straightforward approach to identify fragments out of a system described by localized basis functions is to associate a set of basis functions with a given atom A. These atoms can then also eventually be combined to form a fragment F constituted by this group of atoms, as will be discussed later. The restriction to an atom A can be implemented by the diagonal matrix T 
Such an association is clearly arbitrary and is based on considerations about the (presumed) center of the associated basis function. Information about the basis extensions are often neglected and might lead to unreliable partitionings, as the clear association of a basis function with an atom is not obvious any more. When adopting this approach of fragment selection it is important to remember the previously mentioned bi-orthogonality and to distinguish between direct and dual "fragment states". Suppose we define |ψ
µβ |φ β as an atomic state. The orthonormality constraint then imposes that ψA
βµ . By plugging this into Eq. (8) and comparing with Eq. (4) it follows that the projector matrix reads
As will be shown later, such a definition corresponds to nothing other than the traditional Mulliken population analysis.
Proceeding in an analogous way, we can also define the fragment states in terms of a basis which is first orthogonalized, giving |ψ 
which corresponds, as will be demonstrated later, to the definition of the Löwdin population analysis. We may also revisit the NPA method under this light. Here the degrees of freedom of the subsystem are defined in the basis of Natural Atomic Orbitals (NAO) which are by construction orthonormal. These are generated in a procedure involving several steps, resulting in an expression that can be written as linear combinations (with coefficients B A ) of the original basis functions projected on the atoms A (see Ref. 25) :
Within this scheme the NAO projector operator is defined as
The transformation matrix B A is defined in such a way to ensure that the NAO are eigenstates of the density operator for a given atom, that can thus directly be written in terms of the sum over the NAO:
The NPA method is considered to be more robust than the Mulliken and Löwdin approaches, since it removes the strong dependence of the results on the basis set. This superiority is related to the fact that basis sets with diffuse degrees of freedom often contain components that considerably contribute to the description of empty states. In the NPA scheme their contribution is weighted by the eigenvalue N A α , whereas in the Mulliken or Löwdin scheme all the atomic components have the same weight. A similar approach to NPA is the use of so-called AOIMs (atomic orbitals in molecular environments) 29 , which as well have the goal of providing a reliable and stable population analysis for variable (and in particular large) basis sets. The AOIMs are defined as the solution of the singleelectron Schrödinger equation with an effective potential given by the spherical average of the molecular potential centered on the given atom. Once the AOIMs have been determined, a standard population scheme such as the Mulliken approach yields reliable and robust results.
For the Mulliken projector (Eq. (10)), the condition of Eq. (5) corresponds to the idempotency of the matrix KST A , i.e. the block of the KS matrix associated with the indices of atom A. The Löwdin projector (Eq. (11)), on the other hand, can be considered meaningful if the atomic block matrix of S 1/2 KS 1/2 is close to idempotency. By orthogonality of the NAO, the NPA approach is idempotent if all the NPA eigenvalues N A α associated with the atom A are 0 or 1.
A situation in which Mulliken and Löwdin are unreliable corresponds to a setup that yields a non-pure atomic (or more general fragment) kernel. The above considerations show that this non-purity is not only a consequence of a inappropriate fragment choice, but also related to the basis. This is an important point, as it means that even simple population schemes might lead to unbiased and reliable results if the basis employed leads to pure fragment kernels. Indeed we show later in Sec. III that, whenever it is possible to identify a sensible fragment, a minimal basis leads -for both Mulliken and Löwdin -to such a favorable situation.
C. Generalized multipole decomposition
To analyze the features of the density matrix of a system, the most intuitive objects to use are the multipoles of the charge density ρ(r). These read
where we have defined the multipole matrices P R ℓm as
In the above equation the superscript R indicates that the solid harmonic operatorsŜ R ℓm (r) ≡ S ℓm (r − r R ) are centered on the reference position r R ; their proper definitions are presented in Appendix A for completeness. We may therefore say that the electrostatic multipoles are functions of the density matrix and the center r R of the reference system.
The resulting Q R ℓm can however also be used for the calculation of multipoles with respect to a different origin r R ′ . As is shown in more detail in Appendix A we obtain the relation
where the functions C ℓm ℓ ′ m ′ (r) can be expressed in terms of the S ℓ−ℓ ′ m ′′ (r). For the important cases of the monopole and dipole components these equations are very simple and provide
As the electrostatic multipoles are functions of K and r R , we can also obtain these quantities for a fragment of a system. All we have to do is to associate the fragment with a "fragment kernel" K F ≡ KSR F , by following the considerations of Sec. II A. The above definitions must therefore be generalized. Again restricting ourselves to the case of atomic fragments, this leads to the following definition of the atomic multipoles:
With this definition we can now also briefly revisit the projector matrices introduced in Sec. II B. As the monopole matrix is given by P 00 = S, the monopole term for the Mulliken approach (Eq. (10)) reads Q A 00 = Tr(KST A ), i.e. the trace of KS evaluated only for those elements belonging to atom A, which is indeed nothing other than the well-known Mulliken charge population analysis. For the Löwdin approach (Eq. (11)) we obtain Q A 00 = Tr(S 1/2 KS 1/2 T A ), which indeed corresponds to the Löwdin charge population analysis. As A T A = 1, both the definitions satisfy the property of Eq. (3), which is important to ensure the preservation of the total monopole of the system. In other terms, we always have A Q A 00 = Tr (KS). In the NPA approach the self-duality of the NAO gives Q A 00 = Tr N A . If the fragment is not a single atom, but rather an ensemble of atoms, the projectorŴ F onto that fragment can then simply be defined as the sum over the projectors onto the atoms constituting the fragment, i.e.Ŵ F = A∈FŴ A . By linearity and by employing Eq. (17), we can obtain the fragment's multipoles in terms of their atomic counterparts:
With a fragment projector defined as a sum of atomic projectors we can provide the atomic contribution to the electrostatic description of a given fragment. However, such an "atoms-in-molecule" description of the fragment must be taken with great care: Indeed, even if the fragment F is reliable in the sense described by Eqs. (3) and (5), these conditions are in general not fulfilled for the atoms A ∈ F. If this is the case the atomic multipoles Q A ℓm must not be considered as (pseudo-) observables as only the fragment as a whole is a reasonable partition of the system.
The above consideration is very important. A charge population analysis may be meaningful for a molecule, but not for the atoms belonging to the molecule; this is due to the fact that the atoms themselves are not separable entities of the molecule. Our criteria allow us to quantify this separability in the basis set used for the population analysis, thereby giving the possibility of associating (or not) such pseudo-observables with well-identified portions of the QM system.
III. RELATION BETWEEN FRAGMENT DEFINITION AND BASIS SET
We have presented a quantitative criterion to identify a fragment within a large system, and we pointed out that its fulfillment does not only depend on the actual fragmentation choice, but also on the nature of the support function basis. In other terms, the possibility of "splitting" a system into fragments is not only an intrinsic property of the system, but also of the set of support functions used to describe it.
Indeed, we have so far avoided any discussion about the specific localized basis set that we use -rather we simply assumed that a suitable choice exists. In principle there is no constraint on the exact form of the support functions -they can either be a contraction of an underlying basis set, which is the case for example in BigDFT 30, 31 ; an overview over popular electronic structure codes and the basis sets they use can be found in Ref. 3 .
In this section we want to discuss this important relation between fragment definition and basis set in more detail. More precisely, we define a priori the fragments and the projector matrix, and we discuss the impact of different basis sets in fragments identifications within this setup. As an illustrative test we take a system where the fragments can readily be identified by chemical intuition, namely a droplet of 100 water molecules, extracted manually from a larger bulk liquid water system; as it will only serve as a playground, no particular thermalization/relaxation was performed.
a. Basis Set Setups: Optimized Molecular Orbitals vs. Atomic Orbitals In Fig. 1 we present three quantities -density of states (DoS), purity indicator and molecular dipoles -for different basis sets. We compare a setup where we use the optimized quasi-orthogonal support functions of BigDFT (Fig. 1a) with a setup where we use non-optimized atomic orbitals (AO, Fig. 1b) . The optimized support functions are obtained by minimizing -within the underlying Daubechies wavelet 40 basis of BigDFT -a target function that ensures both accuracy and locality, and it has been demonstrated that they are capable of representing the KS orbitals and derived quantities well 30, 31 . The AO, on the other hand, are obtained by solving -again within the wavelet basis -the KS equation for the isolated atom using HGH pseudopotentials 41 including a nonlinear core correction 42 . Both the AO and the optimized basis were confined in localization regions centered around the atoms with a radius of 3.7Å for H and 4.0Å for O, and the PBE functional 43 was used.
For each setup we varied the number of support functions per O/H atom, namely (following the nomenclature of atomic orbitals) of type sp/s, spd/sp and spdf/spd. Note that in the augmented setups we did not alter the localization regions of the basis, we only included more components. All setups are compared with a reference calculation done using the cubic scaling version of the BigDFT code 44 , which does not use any localization constraints. For the calculation of the purity indicator and the molecular dipoles we show results for both the Mulliken and Löwdin approaches, in order to also investigate the effect of the particular choice of the projector matrix.
b. Description of the Electronic Structure As can be seen from the uppermost panel of Fig. 1 , all calculations with the optimized functions reproduce the reference DoS. The atomic orbitals, on the other hand, exhibit serious deviations for the minimal sp/s basis sets; reasonably accurate results can only be obtained for the larger spd/sp and, even better, spdf/spd setups. In other words, the basis must be larger, compared to the optimized case, to describe the electronic structure precisely -a fact which is well known from codes which use fixed atomic orbitals 45 . c. Purity indicator for the H 2 O molecules Next we investigate the influence of these different basis sets on the fragment definitions, using the purity indicator derived above. According to the definition in Eq. (6), a value below a "level of confidence" of the order of a few percent seems to be low enough to consider the fragment as a subsystem. We set from now on our criterion to 5%; in other terms, we consider the subsystem as a fragment if the projection operator modifies the value of the fragment monopole by no more than 5%.
As can be seen from the values in the second row of Fig. 1 , the setups using a small basis yield almost pure fragment kernels, whereas those using a larger basis lead to considerable deviations from zero.
d. Influence on the measure of the molecular dipoles Let us now discuss how this translates into the calculation of the pseudo-observables of the fragments. In the third panel of Fig. 1 , we plot the distribution of the individual water dipoles within the droplet, calculated as described in Sec. II C We have found the well-known result that the multipole values depend strongly on the basis set, even though the DoS is correctly reproduced. More precisely, we see that -in an apparently counterintuitive waythe more "complete" the basis set is, the less sound the results for these quantities are. However, taking into account the results from the second panel, these outcomes become understandable: For those setups yielding large values for the purity indicator we lose the interpretation of molecular dipoles as (pseudo-)observables. For the non-minimal basis sets, a Mulliken or Löwdin analysis appears therefore unjustified -in contrast to the minimal setup, where we get sound values of the molecular dipoles within this (unthermalized) toy droplet.
We should however recall that the purity indicator does not reflect the information about the completeness of the basis set, but only the suitability of the fragment identification within the basis. Indeed, for the sp/s setup, the purity indicators are equally good for the optimized and AO setups, as shown in Tab. I. Nevertheless, for the AO sp/s setup we still have -as pointed out beforea too crude representation of the electronic structure of the droplet, as the KS orbitals are badly expressed in this small AO basis.
e. Unreliability of atomic multipoles In Tab. I we also present the purity indicators considering only the individual atoms as fragments. Compared to the molecules, those values are substantially higher, indicating that atomic multipoles within a water molecule can not be considered as physical observables. Rather it is necessary to consider a water molecule as a single non-splittable unit, and only the multipole values for this unit can be considered as meaningful and allow a physical interpretation. We will give another demonstration of the unreliability of atomic multipoles in Sec. IV.
f. Reliability of Mulliken vs. Loewdin Additionally we also want to emphasize that all results for the optimized support functions are almost invariant under the choice between Mulliken and Löwdin, whereas the numbers obtained from the atomic orbitals change noticeably. This is a direct consequence of the quasi-orthogonality of the BigDFT support functions, in contrast to the nonorthogonality of the atomic orbitals. Indeed we see in Tab. II, showing the mean molecular dipole moments, that the AO Löwdin results are considerably worse than the three other setups. This can be explained by the fact that the Löwdin approach increases the support of the basis whilst orthogonalizing them, thereby losing the correspondence between orbital and atom.
g. Advantages of Optimized and Minimal (Molecular) basis In summary, the purity indicators suggest that only the minimal basis setup is meaningful within a Mulliken or Löwdin approach. We thus see a clear advantage of using a basis set which is optimized in situ, as indicated by the summary in Tab. III. Such an optimized minimal basis is complete enough for an accurate description of the electronic structure, but also small enough for 
Comparison of the density of states (first row), purity indicator (second row), and molecular dipoles (third row), for a non-relaxed water droplet consisting of 100 molecules. For the density of states the curves were shifted such that the Fermi energies always coincide with that of the reference calculation, and a Gaussian smearing with σ = 0.27 eV was applied. For the purity indicator and the dipole moments we present the result for both the Mulliken and Löwdin approaches. The vertical bar at 0.05 in the second panel indicates the "level of confidence", i.e. we consider a fragment to be reasonable for values below this threshold. Fig. 1a shows the outcome for the optimized quasi-orthogonal BigDFT support functions, whereas Fig. 1b shows the situation when the support functions are replaced by (unoptimized) atomic orbitals. As can be seen the first case is rather insensitive to the choice of the approach (Mulliken or Löwdin), whereas the non-orthogonal atomic orbitals show strong deviations. Moreover and most important for this study, the only setup which yields a good result for all measurements is that using the minimal set of optimized support functions.
sp/s optimized sp/s atomic orbitals an accurate description of atomic charges and molecular dipoles. This advantage of a smaller basis for the characterization of the atomic charges and dipoles might appear counterintuitive. However we have to recall that the richer the basis is the more Rydberg states it contains, making the fragment kernel less pure since both Mulliken and Löwdin treat all basis functions on an equal footing. An approach aiming at coping as well with such larger basis sets should thus be able to filter out those basis functions which mainly contribute to the representation of virtual states. Since neither Mulliken nor Löwdin have this ability, this implies that these approaches work best -if not exclusively -for a minimal basis, which in turn means that it is indispensable to use an optimized basis set in order to reach a high precision. The other way around, we see that the use of a minimal and optimized basis allows the usage of simple projectors like Mulliken and Löwdin, without the need to resort to more involved approaches.
IV. APPLICATION TO A COMPLEX HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM -SOLVATED DNA
In Sec. III we have seen that the use of a minimal and optimized basis allows the use of simple population schemes like Mulliken or Löwdin while still yielding a precise description of the electronic structure. We now want to apply the developed concepts to a complex heterogeneous system where the fragments are not immediately identifiable. We present results for a rather large system, namely an 11 base pair DNA fragment (made only of Guanine and Cytosine nucleotides) which is embedded into a sodium-water solution, giving in total 15,613 atoms. To get a realistic setup we took one snapshot from an extended MD simulation, run with Amber 11 46, 47 and the ff99SB force field 48 ; the system is shown in Fig. 2 . In spite of the large dimensions, the linear scaling approach of BigDFT 30,31 can easily perform a full QM calculation of the entire system. Following the considerations of Sec. III a minimal set of basis functions was employed. As a first step we took as candidates for the fragments just the individual atoms; in Fig. 3a we show the atomic charges that we get from such a fragment definition using the Mulliken projector.
a. Identification of systems' moieties To verify whether this fragment choice was sensible, we show in Tab. IVa the purity indicator for each atom type. As can be seen there are considerable differences, ranging from 4% for Na to 48% for H and C. Once again, this means that for such population methods in this basis care should be taken when extracting atomic charges and multipoles, as in general the atoms cannot be considered as "independent". As specific examples we focus on the two species which have a large positive net charge, namely Na and P. The purity indicator for Na is very small and thus confirms that the basis functions employed are in
FIG. 2. Visualization
49 of the used DNA fragment (11 base pairs) in Na-water solution, consisting in total of 15,613 atoms. Fig. 2 for various fragment definitions. In Fig. 3a we chose as fragments the individual atoms, whereas in Fig. 3b we chose as fragments groups of atoms, following chemical intuition.
FIG. 3. Fragment net charges for the system shown in
line with the chemical intuition that these Na atoms can be considered as "independent fragments", assuming a fragment selection provided by Mulliken-like projectors. This also agrees with their chemically sound atomic net charge, which is close to 1. The purity indicator for P, on the other hand, is considerably larger, together with a surprisingly high value for its net charge. This indicates that P alone is not an optimal definition of a fragment in this case. Indeed the phosphorus atoms are part of a phosphate group PO 4 , and if we take this unit as a fragment definition the purity indicator decreases considerably and is close to that of Na, as shown in Tab. IVb. The same scenario also applies for the other atoms of the system. If we consider each full nucleotide within the DNA as a fragment, we can see that the purity indicator decreases even further. The same order of magnitude can be observed for the water molecules, which -not surprisingly -again form a reliable fragment. In Fig. 3b we show the fragment charges for these more reasonable fragment choices. In summary, the purity indicator allows us -for a given choice of the basis and projector -to select fragments in an unbiased and reliable way.
b. Charge population analysis of the DNA nucleotides The above charge analysis also allows us to determine how much of the Na charge has gone to the DNA. The 20 Na atoms have lost 19.2 electrons (corresponding to an average ionization of 0.96), out of which 3.6 have gone to the water and the other 15.6 to the DNA. Considering the aforementioned purity indicators, the charge transfer appears to be chemically reliable as it corresponds to a transfer between well-defined fragments.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The scope of this paper was to discuss the identification and representation of fragments within large quantum systems. In particular we aimed to answer the question of under which circumstances the properties of such fragments can be considered as meaningful (pseudo-)observables. As a basic criterion for the suitability of a fragment definition we identified the purity of the density matrix belonging to the fragment. This so-called purity indicator is a functional of the fragment projector chosen, the basis set employed, and the fragment considered.
If the value of the purity indicator is small, there is only a little coupling between the density operators of the fragment and the system, and the fragment can be considered as a meaningful sub-unit. In this case it is likely that the characteristics of the fragments can be considered as meaningful observables with a physical interpretation. Moreover, the reverse conclusion is even more important: Since a low value of the purity indicator is a necessary condition, it will be very difficult to describe the electronic structure of a fragment with meaningful observables -like for example electrostatic multipoles or partial DoS -if it does not fulfill this requirement within the given computational setup.
In addition we demonstrated that the use of an optimized and minimal localized basis set is of great advantage. This allows, on the one hand, to correctly identify the fragment even for simple projection methods like Mulliken and Loewdin, and on the other hand to describe the electronic structure with a high precision. Using a larger basis leads to considerably less pure fragment kernels, even for chemically sound fragments such as water molecules within a droplet, and thus renders the entire fragmentation procedure questionable; using a nonoptimized basis requires the use of a large set of functions in order to correctly describe the electronic structure, which in turn leads to the aforementioned fragmentation issues and the need to use more delicate and involved fragment projection methods. Only the combination of a minimal and optimized basis thus provides satisfying results with respect to both aspects.
Concerning the observables, we focused in this paper on the multipoles of the fragments. Our formalism allows the calculation of multipoles of any order, which is important to provide an accurate description of the fragment's electrostatic potential 50 , in line with established results based on atomic descriptions [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . They might thus be used in the context of an electrostatic embedding, thereby reducing the complexity of a QM calculation and paving the way towards powerful multiscale calculations 3 . The use of such electrostatic observables in the context of embedded QM calculations will be considered in a forthcoming publication 58 .
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With these conventions they satisfy the orthogonality relation S ℓm (r, Ω)S ℓ ′ m ′ (r, Ω) r 2ℓ dΩ = δ ℓℓ ′ δ mm ′ ,
for any radial value r > 0. The real spherical harmonics satisfy the relation 
